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 BASE-MEASURING APPARATUS?DISCUSSION. 51
 can be easily read to y^ foot by estimation. Subdivided tapes have been
 made, but they are costly.
 On a long tape it is rarely the case that the temperature can be the same at
 different points along its length. The error in the case of invar tapes is not
 serious. A Way is open, hoWever, to avoid this altogether. Invar has a high
 electrical resistance temperature coefficient. I had hoped to show this evening
 a special form of Thompson double bridge designed for me by Dr. C. V. Drys-
 dale. In the near future we shall be able to have tapes standardized at an
 electrical resistance to be stated instead of at a given temperature.
 The following discussion took place :?
 Colonel Close : I am not sure whether the fact that invar does not expand
 very much and is almost invariable, does away with the necessity of finding
 what the temperature really is in air. We have not broached that point yet.
 Must we adopt some method like that described by Mr. Baugh, viz. using
 electrical resistance instead of temperature as the variable factor of the length ?
 Sir Davtd Gill : You want to determine the temperature, of course, within
 a degree or two.
 Colonel Close : How near to truth do you think we could get the temperature
 of a tape in air ?
 Sir Davtd Gill : It depends whether it is clouded sky or sunshine; I cannot
 tell you exactly. I know that the facts of measurement show that the error is
 very small indeed, after allowing for the temperature obtained by whirling a
 thermometer, and that the results do agree very, very much better when the
 temperature corrections are applied than when they are not. We know these
 facts from experience.
 Colonel Close : I suppose that the net result is that we shall arrive at a very
 accurate method of measuring bases?superior to any of the older methods. I
 thought, when this becomes fully accepted, with all these refinements Sir David
 Gill has described, we might perhaps remeasure that old Lough Foyle base?
 measured in the year 1827-1828?and see what sort of differences we get. We
 shall not even then be quite sure whether the differences are due to the altera-
 tion of the standards, or an alteration in the Earth itself, or in the alteration of
 the methods, but it might be worth doing.
 Major W. J. Johnston : I think we have had a most interesting description of
 the new comparators, not only for comparing standards, but also for comparing
 tapes as described by Sir David Gill. I had a certain amount of experience at
 Breteuil in comparing the long standards, and I did not quite understand Sir
 David when he said that their long eomparator only admitted of use with an
 actual 4-metre length, because we measured 10 feet.
 Sir David Gill : No, you can use the Breteuil geodetic 4-metre eomparator
 for determining absolute temperature coefficients of 4-metre bars only. The
 manner in which the microscopes are mounted limits the use of the apparatus to
 bars of 4-metres length, because the microscopes are fixed at that distance apart.
 They generally rely for temperature coefficients on experiments with bars of the
 same material not more than 1 metre in length.
 Major Johnston : They had intermediate microscopes with the long
 geodetic standard, the one that is in the long room by itself with the electrical
 trolley, and we arranged the microscopes to take 10 feet.
 Sir David Gill : Yes, that can be done, but not to determine absolute
 ooefficients of thermal expansion of bars other than 4 metres long.
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 Major Johnston : Another point I should like to ask is, Sir David spoke
 of using water in the boxes?I take it in the comparator boxes ? I remember
 perfectly well when we asked M. Benoit to get an absolute determination for an
 old 10-feet Ordnance Survey bar he said he had not got the means, because he
 was afraid to use water with an iron bar. I take it you only mean your com?
 parator to be applicable mainly for invar, or some non-corrodible metal.
 Sir David Gill : If you use an iron bar you invariably have gold or some.
 such material to mark the terminal point, and I do not see that your bar would
 be any the worse for immersion in water, if that immersion is not for a long
 time.*
 Major Johnston : Is not there a chance of slight corrosion of the gold
 marks ?
 Sir David Gill : No, not in the least.
 Major Johnston : I all along thought M. Benoit was making a .mountain
 out of a mole-hill on the subject.
 Sir David Gill : The fact is he does not like to undertake work for which his
 apparatus is not suited.
 Major Johnston : Another point I should like to ask. In the comparator
 you have for the 4-metre comparator and for the 24-metre comparator, are
 the microscopes all carefully levelled by rosin ? You did not quite clearly
 explain whether you levelled the bar up to the microscopes by keeping the bar
 level and altered the distance of the microscopes from the bar. In the work
 I did at Southampton in connection with a long standard we always levelled
 our microscopes by means of water through a tube; we dropped fine rosin on the
 water, and then focussed all the microscopes on the rosin scrapings, thus
 levelling the focal points of the microscopes practically to the plane of the Earth's
 surface throughout the whole length of the comparator.
 Sir David Gill : The microscopes of the Indian comparator have got every
 means of doing either the one or the other. As a matter of fact, we will level our
 bars to our microscopes, having previously adjusted the foci of our microscopes
 to a line in a truly horizontal plane.
 Major Johnston : I think there is no doubt that as far as work in the field
 goes, with the refinement of that pulley, the adjustable height will be of the
 greatest convenience. We found that in measuring the base in Scotland, one of
 the main features of delay was shifting of the tripod legs bodily into adjustment.
 Another great point, and one which to be sure Sir David Gill has not shown us
 in the base-measuring apparatus, are the tripods which carry the marks ; but
 whatever apparatus is used in the field the marks on the tripods bearing the
 forward marks should have a large amount of play.
 Sir David Gdll : The Guillaume tripods bear marks which have considerable
 adjustment.
 Major Johnston : That is the thing which takes all the time. I think that
 base measuring would go very rapidly indeed if one could have a large amount
 of play on the tripods. As regards Mr. Baugh's remarks, he gave us a very
 able discourse on the qualities of invar and relative to what has actually been
 done with invar; he referred very rightly to what has been done in America.
 He mentioned that the tapes used there are 6 millimetres in width. That is
 a very broad tape. Is that better than 3 millimetres ? The narrower tape
 is the width with which we measured the base in Scotland. The American
 method of using a number of supports seems to me a clumsy one. You are not
 * The use of some caustic soda in the bath will entirely prevent rnst.?D. G.
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 taking advantage of what you get by having this magnificent apparatus for
 rapidity.
 Sir David Gill : I incline certainly to our simpler method of suspension.
 Mr. Batjgh : I am entirely in favour of suspending the tape, but they prefer
 their method because they are accustomed to it.
 Major Whitlock : Major Johnston has said all I had to say. I think the
 adjustments for raising, lowering, and aligning the tape to the marks, as described
 by Sir David Gill, are really what are wanted. It is a most difficult thing to get
 those tripods adjusted by straddling the legs. If you get a very rocky surface
 you hardly get them adjusted at all, except by mere brute force.
 Major G. E. Smith : I should like to ask what is the advantage of the tapes
 over the wire, because my experience was that the wire, when there was a certain
 amount of breeze, showed absolutely no movement; it took a considerable
 amount of breeze to move the wires, and I have always understood that the
 tapes were disturbed by a certain amount of breeze.
 Sir David Gell : Naturally, in wind the wire is preferable to the tapes.
 The first effect of wind is that it moves the plane of the catenary, and naturally
 that plane instead of being vertical is displaced; naturally when the wind is great
 it increases the sag of the catenary. Wind has much less effect on wires. There
 is no doubt about it that the wire is the better form in the wind. But the tape
 is so much less liable to kinks and undetected twists. Did you use the tape or
 the wire ?
 Major Johnston : We had a tape, one-eighth of an inch wide, and there
 was only one day that we had to give up measuring, and then we were getting
 differences in a length of half an inch, the wind was so great. All you can do
 then is to stop work.
 Sir David Gill : Long before that, I should say !
 Colonel Close : Do you think these new bases are very much better than
 the old ones as regards accuracy ? Take this Lough Foyle one.
 Sir David Glll : Yes, I should certainly say thay are better than the Lough
 Foyle one, but I do not suppose they are superior to the base measured in Spain.
 Colonel Close : Are they better than your bases I measured in South Africa ?
 Sir David Gdll : Our steel bar bases in South Africa were very accurate
 indeed, but the great drawback to that apparatus was we could only measure
 700 feet forward and backward in a day, and consequently never measured more
 than 2 miles of a base, and then extended that base with very careful tri-
 angulation, employing a micrometrically cent red theodolite, observing to small
 illuminated holes at night, and all sorts of very laborious business. Now
 with invar wires one never thinks of measuring less than 10 miles for a base.
 You get up and down hill and save all the loss of accuracy in extension of bases.
 It would be very interesting and useful to remeasure the Lough Foyle base, and
 it would be well worth doing. The great secret is to measure all your bases at
 once. If you have a party in full training you can do 4 or 5 miles a day
 comfortably, the most troublesome part of the work is the training of the party.
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